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Language Courses

Living in northern Italy, with its unfamiliar customs, regulations and infrastructure, has its 
frustrations.  The greatest of these is a language barrier as surprisingly little English is 
spoken locally, particularly in shops and among the older generation.
There is currently no funding available to support language training in-country. It is therefore 
strongly recommended that you try to learn a few phrases before you get here. As a very 
minimum, buy a phrase book (and ideally a decent Italian/English dictionary) and practice 
the “Communication Essentials” in Annex A as you will need many of these from day 1 of 
your arrival.

Subsequent language opportunities very much depend on your personal situation and 
interest.  The CLO can advise you on the enrolment procedures for the three main options: -

1. Civilian language schools in the area.  The “Communes” run classes for non-
Italians for an exceptionally low fee (it is a requirement for immigrants wishing to 
access the Italian social security system).  There are also private language 
schools offering lessons at commercial rates.

2. NATO Italian Women’s International Community (NISIC) lessons (open to every 
spouse/partner who holds a NATO ID card).  Classes take place twice a week at 
the Barracks, at both beginner and intermediate levels.

3. The internet– the BBC Learning website (www.bbc.co.uk/learning) being a 
recommended starting point. It will be necessary to use a VPN to use the BBC 

Learning Website once in country.

Translation Assistance

The NSE translator, Fausta Razzano, will assist with official translation tasks and essential 
private needs only.  Invariably your Italian colleagues will assist you for most other 
requirements (e.g. booking hotels and holidays) and there are also several software 
packages available to assist with translation.
For medical translation we have access to ‘Big Word’, a direct translation service when 
dealing with medical matters.
We also recommend ‘Google Translate’… it serves many of us well!
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